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PREFACE.

H

AVING

read
and
considered the De¬
sign of the several Books hitherto pub¬

lished for the Explanation
nian

Philosophy

of the Newto¬

, under the Titles of

Commentaries, Courses, Essays, Elements, Sys¬
tems,c & . I observed not one of them all
could be justly esteemed a True System,
or Compleat
Body of this Science.
I would not here be understood to have
any Design of depreciating the Labours of
those Gentlemen who have gone before me
on this Subject ; I only would intimate that
their Views and Designs were very dif¬
ferent from mine , which is to present the
World with a Physigo - Mathematical
Treasury

of

Natural

Knowledge,

upon the Principles of the Newtonian Philo¬
sophy ;which I have been chiefly enabled to
effect from the Abundance of Materials sup¬
plied by the Authors of the Treatises in the
following Catalogue , each of which is excel¬
lently good in his Way.
So that if the Cafe be truly stated, my
Book may be looked upon as a General Com¬
pendium or Abridgment of all theirs . For as
A 2
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they have all lain before me, I have con¬
stantly collated them upon every particular
Subject , as I proceeded through the Work,
and selected the best of every Thing I could
find for my own Composition.
Hence it is, that where some of them
have been very prolix, my Labour has been
to abridge or reduce them to a Compendium
of Principles and Essential Propositions only.
Thus Keill on the Subject of Motion and
Astronomy, Muschenbroek on
Cohejion, Sir
IJhac Newton on Optics,c & . have all been
treated.
As Redundancy on the one Hand has been
avoided, so their Deficiencies on the other
have been supplied . Thus Keill' s Introduc¬
tion to Philosophy relates to the Mechanical
Part only .
Professor Muschenbroek has
wholly omitted the grand Article of Astrono¬
my, and the Physical Causes of the Celesial
Motions and
Phcenomena. Dr
. Dejaguliers
has thought sit to omit the most essential Sci¬
ence of Optics, and is almost wholly taken
up on Mechanical and Hydrostatics Sub¬
jects . Yea, the best and most general Writer
S' Gravesande, in his last large Edition of his
'Elements, falls far short of a general System
or Body of Philosophy, in various .important
Subjects , as will easily appear , by comparing
his Table of Contents with mine.
I TAKE
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I take no notice of lefl'er Tracts , since
few of them pretend to any thing Systema¬
tically ; and they who do, propose it with
restricted Views , either to the Theory only,
or else to some principal Parts or Branches
of the Science. Thus Worst ePs Principles
of Philosophy amount to little more than a Re¬
hearsal of "Theses, with scarce any Demonstra¬
tions throughout . PLeljham'% LeElures are
admirably good as far as they go. And the
Lectures , lately published by the Abbi Nollet,
are but a Part of his Work , and are indeed
excellent Philosophical Sermons or Declama¬
tions , and strictly in the French Style and
Taste *.
But what others have done is not so
much the Design of this Preface to relate, as
what I have done Myself in this Treatise,
which I shall specify under the following
Heads.
First , I have endeavoured to compile a
Compleat System of Philosophy, from the great

Fund of Materials which the Writings and
Inventions of the Moderns have supplied me
with . Under this Head I have had regard
only to the Choice and Propriety of the Sub¬
jects ; and their Order and Disposition, or
* The Lord Roscommon observes,
The weighty Bullion of one Sterling Line,
Drawn to French IFire , would thro’ -whole Pages Jhine.
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due Arrangement in the Body of the Work.
Hence it is that I have admitted nothing that
is not of a Physical Nature , and omitted no¬
thing that is so, as far as the Limits of my
prescribed Form would admit me to go. Nor
are these so strait as not to be comprehensive
of every material Branch of natural Science,
or considerable Phænomenon , as will easily
appear , from aView of the Contents and Index.
Secondly

, What has been wrote upon

each Subject in every Part of the Science has
been carefully examined , and such an Extract
made as was judged to give a sufficient Idea
or Notion thereof to the Reader . And where
I thought a more extensive View could be of
Service, I have constantly referred to the best
Authors on the Subject.
Thirdly

, If from the whole Account,

given by others , of any particular Branch
of Science, I could not collect what sufficed
for an entire Sketch , I have endeavoured to
supply those Deficiencies , in order to render
every Part compleat , and save the Reader
the Trouble of turning to several Authors
for that Purpose . Remarkable Instances of
this may be found under the Articles of
Wheel- Carriages , Hydraulics , Optics, & c.
Fourthly

, If the Method of represent¬

ing or demonstrating any Subject or Proposi¬
tion by others has not been judged so clear,
concise
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concise or natural as was necessary, I have
proposed it in my own way , to answer this
important End : For the greatest Excellency
of a Demonstration is Conciseness and Perspi¬
cuity . The Want of this is a great Discou¬
ragement to Physical Enquiries , as I am but
too well convinced of by my own Experience,
and that of many others.
Fifthly

,

According

to

the

different

Nature of the Subject , a various Process has
been made use of to explain or illustrate the
same. Thus some Things require a Phyfcaly
others a Mechanical, some a Geometrical, and
some an Experimental Proofs which have
been accordingly applied , sometimes singly,
sometimes two or more , and sometimes alto¬
gether . Thus from Phœnomena we institute
a Ratiocination concerning the Materiality,
the Velocity , different Magnitudes , Colours,
and other Affections of the Particles of Light.
Then the Laws of Reflection and Refraction
are explained by Mechanical Principles relat¬
ing to the Motion and Action of Bodies one
upon another . Again , The Principles of
Geometry are call’d in to explain and account
for the Effects of Mirrours , Lenses, Optic
Instruments , the Rainbow , &c. And , Lastly*
those various Phænomena are represented,
and the Manner how they happen explained
by Experiments.
Sixthly,
A 4
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Sixthly

, I have all along applied the

Newtonian Geometry, that is, the Fluxionary
Calculus, for the Demonstrations , which I
think is with the greatest Propriety and Just¬
ness in Physical Matters , because the Prin¬
ciples of this Geometry are in themselves
strictly Philosophical , as I have shewn in its
Besides, the Process is not
proper Place
only rendered by this means much more
congruous and natural , but more evident
and concise than by the common Methods
of Demonstration it could be. Of this we
have a signal Instance in the Calculation of
the Angle , which the Incident Ray makes
willi the last refracted Ray in a Drop of
Water , as will appear by comparing what
is here contained in Scholium to Annot,
CXXIV . with what you find on this Head
in other Authors,
Seventhly

,

As the Bounds

of

this

Science have been of late Years vastly ex¬
tended , so I have been very careful to trea¬
sure up every useful Invention , and given a
short historical Account of the fame, and
the Names of the Authors . If in any of
them I found an Improvement could be
made , 1 have done it, as in the Air - Pump,
just
* See Vol . I . of Mathematical Institutions,
of Arts
Magazine
now published in the General
and Sciences.

the
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the Microscope.,c & . or hinted it to the Rea¬
der , as in Cafe of the Air or Steam- Gun.
Eighthly

, I find by common

Experi¬

ence nothing tends more to the Conception
and enlivening an Idea, and fixing it in the
Memory , than a good Delineation of the
Figure or Form thereof . Elence it is that
the Reader will here find a greater Number
of Copper-Plate Figures than in any other
Treatise of this Kind , of its Size. And if I
tell him they were all done by the ingenious
to his Majes¬
Mr . Bowen (Geographer
ty ) it may likewise prepossess him in Favour

of their Goodness ; which though an indirect;
and collateral, is yet no inconsiderable Ar¬
gument to recommend a Book of this Kind.
Ninthly

, I have delivered the Whole

, and Annotations
by way of Lectures
thereto , (a Method of late Years the most
used and approved of ) not only because
the Reader is by this Means led through a
of Philosophy

System

, without

being

confined to the Irksomeness of a precise and
regular Path , and a simultaneous Prospect
or View of the Whole at once ; but also be¬
cause that vast Variety of Things , which here
present themselves , may have the Pleasure
that attends Variety heightened and encreased
by emerging fresh to his View as he passes
along , and regaling him with something
I

still
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still novel and unexpected . Annotations seem
to answer the End of Scenes in a Play ; they

present the Whole most agreeably in Parts,
which thus more immediately affects us,
and gives us the greatest Pleasure and Enter¬
tainment.
Thus

much

for the Oeconomy

of the

Work ; and as it is manifestly calculated for
a general Good , so I believe none will find
fault with the Design . As to the Manner
of executing it, I have done it as well as I
could ; and if any one thinks me deficient in
any thing , let him qualify his Criticism by
considering that I pretend not to Infallibility,
but only where I give a plain and clear De¬
monstration . In this , if I am not under¬
stood sometimes , I am not perhaps to be
blamed ; for I ’ll appeal to Envy itself, if
the Manner of the Demonstration , where
most difficult, be not as plain and as obvious
as the Nature of the Thing will admit . And
here it will be proper to observe, that al¬
though I have made use of Geometry, Alge-:
bra , and Fluxions, to investigate the Truth
of all the principal Propositions in Philoso¬
phy , yet as I cannot suppose Readers in ge¬
neral qualified to understand it in that Man¬
ner , I have been careful to express the
Result of every Process in plain English ; so
that every one may know what is the Truth,
2
though
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though he cannot be so properly said to
understand it. For Instances of what I now
speak of, see the several Articles of Annotat.
XXVII , XXXIV , and XLVIII.
I do not know that I have advanced any
thing here , which I have not one Way or
another proved to be true ; however , I de¬
sire that nothing but what is demonstrated
may be accounted to deserve the Title of
Newtonian

Philosophy

.

Our Great

Author seemed quite averse to Hypotheses;
and though he indulged them to others un¬
der proper Restrictions , yet did himself never
make use of this fallacious V/ay of Reasoning,
though he has been unjustly charged there¬
with by some, who , by National InftinEl,
scorn to subscribe to any System but of their
own making . Hence it is we often hear
them babbling about Neivto?i's Hypotheses,
&c . and making unsufferable Comparisons
between him and Descartes and Leibnitz .
One would think they who knew but little
of Philosophy would yet see no Reason for a
Parallel between a System of Philosophy that
is founded on nothing but Demons ration^
and is every Way comportant with Phcenomena, and one that is wholly hypothetical,
and , instead of accounting for , runs counter
to every thing that appears ! I think it is
little Glory , (not to fay Vain- Glory) for a
Man
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Man to boast that his Philosophy is not that
of Ntwton *,
till
he has first satisfied the
World his Abilities and Discernment into
the Nature of Things are greater than those
of Sir Isaac. This
I am well assured of,
that the greater Share of Mathematical
Knowledge any Man has , the more readily
he embraces Sir Isaac 's Principles ; and I
scarce ever found any that oppugn ’d Sir
Isaac, but who were either grossly ignorant
of what they despised, or were actuated by
some particular Views . In short , nothing
but Pride , Prejudice, and Ignorance, will
ever stir up Enemies to the Newtonian Phi¬
losophy.
They

who depreciate

this Philosophy

by

the Term Hypothess, seem to me not to have
read (at least not considered) what Sir Isaac has
wrote , when he tells us, “ That in Experi“ mental Philosophy , Hypotheses are not to
" be regarded .— What I call Attraction
" may be performed by Impulse , or by
" some other
Means unknown to me.
" I use that Word to signify only in general
" any Force by which Bodies tend towards
“ one another, whatsoever be the Cause f .”
After our illustrious Author had thus ex¬
pressly
* See the Preface of Abbot Nollet ’s Le com de Physique.
\ Optics , j^a. 31. See also the Definitions of his
Principia.
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pressly disclaimed all Hypotheses , and so
fully explained his Sentiments about the
Power which he calls AttraSlion , is it not
very wonderful to hear a Set of People
charging him 'with sounding his Philosophy on
the Hypothess of Gravity ? Will these very
sagacious Gentlemen allow any Power at all
is concerned in the Pendency of one Body to
another ? If they do, is it not because it is
impossible to consider Bodies acting at a
Distance upon each other without ? If so, is
not the Existence of such a Power a Reality
in Nature ? And can such a Force then
be called an Hypothess ? Surely not . Again,
their accusing Sir Isaac for accounting for
Things by AttraSlion , is meer cavilling about
Words , and begging him guilty ; he de¬
clares he knows not the Manner in which
the Force acts, whether by AttraSlion or
Impulsion, or otherwise ; but as some Name
must be given it, why may not he call it
by that of AttraSlion or Gravity , as well as
by any other ? Not that this great Man did
even this without a Reason ; for ’tis evident
from a thousand Experiments and Phænomena , that this is much more like the Ef¬
fect of one Body’s drawing than impelling
another towards it.
But

so far is Sir Isaac from supposing that

Bodies tend to each other by Attraction,
that
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that he once condescended to form an Hy¬
pothesis to shew that it might be done by
Impulsion

, and that of a very subtle Elastic

Spirit or Æther . But as he was not able to
prove the Existence of any such Thing , he
seemed not at all delighted with the Thought,
nor ever laid any Stress upon it ; and accord¬
ingly we have not admitted it as a Principle
of the Newtonian Philosophy . Besides, sup¬
pose this could be proved , we should still
be at a loss to account for the material Cause
of this very great Elastic Power between the
Particles of this Æther ; we should indeed
advance three or four Steps higher on the
infinite Ladder , but should be equally non-*
plus 'd with the mechanical Cause of Elajlicity
then , as we are at present with that of Gra¬
vity. But
after all, ’tis evident by Experi¬
ments that this Power which actuates Bodies,
whatever it be, is not either AttraSlive or
'Repulsive solely ; but it produces both the
different Effects in different Circumsances of
Di/lances. Thus
the Loadstone at one Dis¬
tance moves the Needle towards itself at
another Distance it causes it to recede or move
the contrary Way. This
Power in Iron is
attractive , if touched upon the Stone in one
Direction ; but if in a contrary it becomes
repulsive . The same ambiguous Properties
of this Power obtain in Electriciiy -, and un¬
doubtedly
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doubtedly In all other Sorts of Attractions.
Therefore , before we set ourselves about
finding out a Power , Spirit , or Æther , that
shall move Bodies either by Attraction or
Repulsion, it is in the first Place necessary to
find out an Agent that shall do both , for
such a Principle is at present the Desderatum
to our further Advances in the Research of
patural Causes.
It is sometimes surprizing , to observe,
how very fond People seem of this subtle
Æther ; one accounts for the Cause of Gra¬
vity thereby , another for Muscular Motion,
a third for Electricity, a fourth from hence
derives Animal Spirits , a fifth Elementary
Fire: And , in short , we want nothing but
the Proof of such an Æther to account for
almost every Thing by it. But is it not a
preposterous Proceeding to account for any
Thing by a Principle in itself unaccountable,
and utterly unknown ?
, we are arrived at great Dex¬
However
terity since Sir Isaac 's Time ; for we can now
almost prove the Existence of this Æther by
the Phænomena of Electricity ; and then we
find it very easy to prove that Electricity is
nothing but this very Æther condensed and
made to shine . But , I believe , when we
enquire into the Nature and Properties of
this Æther and Electricity , we shall find
them
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them so very different and dissimilar, that
we cannot easily conceive how they should
thus mutually prove each other . For ac¬
cording to Sir Isaac, this Æther is the most
'subtle of all Bodies, and consists of Particles
(of course) very much smaller than those
of Light , and which have a much greater
Velocity ; this Æther therefore pervades
with the greatest Freedom all Bodies, actu¬
ates their Parts , &c. But on the other hand,
we find by Experiments that the Fire of
Electricity is a very gross Substance ; for it
dashes against the Surface of Glass like so
much Water , and does not enter the Pores,
as Light does, that is so much grosser than
Æther . This is still made more plain and
>demonstrable by electrifying a Wire in an
exhausted Receiver , where the Electricity
issues out in much greater Abundance , and
in divers Jets , striking against the Sides of
the Glass, and appearing to run down by
the Sides in all respects like Liquid Phos¬
phorus ;and is no ways reflected or refracted
like common Light , or even like the Light
of a Candle : For if a Candle be viewed
through a Prism, the Light coming from
every Part thereof is refracted , and the
whole Flame is coloured and distorted;
but it is quite otherwise with the Flame of
Fieldrical Fire , for I often made that much
large?
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larger than the Flame of a Candle , and
viewed it through the Prism , but no Co¬
lours were thereby produced , no different
Form of Flame , but every way the fame
as it appears to the naked Eye . Indeed the
denser Part , just upon the Tip of the Iron
whence the Blaze diverged , appeared a lit¬
tle tinged with Colours ; which I take to
proceed from some common Solar Light
intermixed with that of Electricity . From
hence (and for many other Reasons I could
name ) I fee no Cause to believe that the
Matter of Electricity is any thing like the
Idea we ought to have of the Spirilus fubtilifJimiis of Sir Isaac. Nor
indeed can it be the
same with the Matter of common Light,
which is differently reflexible and refrangi¬
ble ; whereas this appears not to be so, but
is a particular Sort of Light , and nearly the
same as Phosphorus, which I could never
observe to exhibit the least Appearance of
Colours through the Prism . The Smell also
of EleSlrical Fire is so very much like that of
Phosphorus, that one may be easily induced
to believe a great Part of the Composition of
both is the same.
As to the Doctrine of Elements
and
Elementary Fire, we leave that to others,
aftd expatiate only on the noble Theory of
Light and Fire left us by our incomparable
Vol . I.

a

Author,
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Author , who justly considers them as they
are in Nature , illustrates all their Properties
and Qualities , and applies them to the
Explication of a great Number of the most
interesting and important Phænomena of
Nature . The Newtonian Doctrine of Ele¬
ments is of the Singular Number : One Sort
oj Matter only makes the Substance of all
the infinite Variety of Bodies we behold.
Thus our Author speaks : " It seems pro" babie to me , That God in the Beginning

"
"
“
"
“
"
"
“
"
ti
“
“

formed Matter in solid, massy, hard , impenetrable , moveable Particles , of such
Sizes and Figures , and with such other
Properties , and in such Proportion to
Space, as most conduced to the End for
which he formed them .— Now by Virtue of certain active Principles or Powers,
all material Things seem to have beea
composed of the above- mentioned Par¬
tides , variously associated in the first
Creation , by the Counsel of an intelligent
Agent . ”
To conclude : It was an Observation wor¬

thy of so great a Genius as Mr . Cotes, that
the Newtonian Philosophy was our (mutinijjimum prœjidium adversus Atheorum impetusJ
best Defence against the Efforts and Assaults
of Atheists .— That herein we more nearly
view the Majesty of Nature , and enjoy it
in
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in the most grateful Contemplation ; at the
same time we are excited more intensely to
worship and revere the Creator
and
Lord

of all Things .

He ought to be re¬

puted blind, who cannot immediately behold,
in the best and wisest Structures of Things,
the infinite Goodness and Wisdom of the
Omnipotent Architect ; and mad, who will
not confess it.

